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CENTRE NEWS  

START STRONG FUNDING  

Preschool fee relief of up to $2,110 

for families will be provided if your 

child turns 4 years old on or before 

1 July 2023. This fee 

relief is available to families at 

JumpStart 4 Kids as we continue 

to provide quality preschool 

programs. The fee relief applies as 

a weekly reduction to your session fee or gap fee 

(after the Child Care Subsidy has been applied), 

allocated across the service’s total number of 

operating weeks for the calendar year. The 

reduction will be shown in your monthly 

statement. The fee relief is in addition to and will 

not impact families’ Child Care Subsidy 

payments provided by the Australian 

Government. This fee relief is not means tested. 

You will still need to pay any gap fees remaining 

after the Child Care Subsidy and fee relief have 

been applied. If families have any questions in 

relation to this new funding relief please speak to 

Mr. John, Miss Maree or Miss Jaina  Parent 

information brochures are available in the foyer 

for families.  

For more information on fee relief, visit  
www.education.nsw.gov.au/early-years-commitment. 

Contact: 1800 619 113, or by emailing 

ececd@det.nsw.edu.au. 

WELCOME: VALENTINES DAY 

AFTERNOON TEA 

INVITATION 

TUESDAY 14th January 

4:00PM  
A  reminder to all families to 

place their names on the sheet 

located on the front floor. We 

encourage all our Families to 

attend this event as we share 

our first event for 2023. We 

can’t wait to see you. (NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7) 

 

 

EASTER EGG 

DONATIONS  

We would be 

appreciative if each 

family could donate 

an Easter Egg to our 

Easter Egg raffle. Please place your donated egg 

on the table in the foyer. These Eggs will be 

bundled into baskets for our Easter Raffle. 

Families will receive Raffle tickets and booklets 

for these prizes. 

Booklets are $10 each for 10 tickets. 

Money raised will be used to purchase 

equipment for our sandpit for the enjoyment of 

all children. (NQA 5, 6, &7) 

AUSTRALIA DAY 2023 Thursday 26th 

January 

To celebrate our country of the 

month Australia, the baby 

Bunyip’s participated in 

Austra

lian 

themed art, craft songs 

and dances including 

stories read using our 

Kangaroo puppet and 

learning the wombat 

wobble. 

 For dramatic play we 

took the bunyips room 

on an Aussie animal 

hunt! To do so we set 

up our arch space with 

fake rocks, koala and 

kangaroo plushies and 

torches for the children 

to hunt around for the 

hidden cuddly friends! 

Bunyips also had the 

opportunity to create 

their own ‘Wombat 
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stew’ just like the popular Australian story. The 

children were invited to collect ingredients in the 

outdoor area such as leaves,  

flowers and stones 

which were all 

combined with glue 

and shaving foam to 

create ‘ooey gooey 

chewy wombat stew’ 

slime! Each child was 

given the opportunity to have a turn mixing and 

feeling the mixture to explore the sensory 

aspects of the experience.  

To celebrate the Australia Day, the Playful 

Possums made mini 

Pavlova’s with fresh 

fruit. Through this 

experience children 

were able to taste 

different fruits and 

enjoy this delicious 

fruity Australian 

dessert. The children 

were able to choose 

the toppings for their 

pavlova and use 

their language skills 

to express their 

choices to the 

educator. This 

activity supported 

their self-help skills, fine motor skills and 

moreover sensory awareness tasting these 

different flavours.  

the  Busy Bees were excited make lamingtons as 

they coated cake pieces with green and yellow 

icing and then rolled it in the coconut. The 

highlight of our experience was definitely eating 

the lamingtons. (NQA 

1,2,3,5, 6, &7) 

The Busy Bees explored 

different landscapes of 

Australia through arts and 

crafts as  they created the  

opera house with the paper 

plate, paper and colourful 

paints. The Busy Bees 

discussed the unique 

structure of the opera 

house with its shell-like roof and curves. It was 

amazing to hear our Busy Bees thoughts on the 

structure of the opera house with some saying it 

looked like the waves at the beach.  

 

During outdoor play, children 

participated in  cricket taking 

turns to bat and bowl 

showcasing their turn taking 

skills and 

social skills 

as they 

cheered on their peers while 

batting and bowling. The 

children enjoyed participating 

in beach and BBQ dramatic 

play, as they pretended to  

cook and serve food to their peers while relaxing 

at their imaginary beach.  

 

HEALTHY LUNCH BOXES 5th-11th 

February  

NUTRITION AUSTRALIA 

NUT AWARE CENTRE 
To celebrate Healthy lunch Box week, our 

children will discuss what it takes to make a 

healthy lunch box, making healthy sandwiches 

and wraps and tasting different fillings from a 

selection of fruits and vegetables.  This is a great 

way to include your child in conversations about 

healthy foods and sometimes foods. We 

encourage families to replace unhealthy items 

with more fruits, vegetables, yogurts, cheese 

sticks, crackers, rice cakes, etc. Children enjoy 

healthy foods as they support growth and 

development. Nutrients from a wide variety of 

foods support children growing bodies. If parents 

are unsure about alternatives for a healthier 
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option please do not hesitate to talk with 

educators or visit nutrition Australia or Munch 

and Move for ideas.  
Fact Sheets - Munch & Move (nsw.gov.au) 

 
 NSW Population 

Health Survey 2018 

found just 4% of 

children aged 

between 5-11 years 

consume the 

recommended 

serves of vegetables 

and 2 in 3 meet the 

recommended fruit 

intake. Fruit and 

vegetables are 

packed with essential 

vitamins, minerals and fibre to help support a 

healthy immune system, growth and 

development and reduce the risk of disease later 

in life. Fruits and vegetables along with quality 

protein sources and wholegrain foods are the 

optimal combination to fuel children throughout 

the school day. (NQA 1,2, 5, 6, &7) 

 

 

BOTTLES / HEATING OF FOOD  
A reminder that children in the Possums room 

will be offered drinks in cups. Bottles are not 

provided as children are supported to develop a 

transition to cup which support language skill. 

 Providing foods such as sandwiches and wraps 

allow children to develop their fine motor skill as 

they pick food up with their hands to support 

their fine motor skills.   

EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS 
Given the inherent nature of emergency 

situations, at JumpStart 4 Kids review and 

practice evacuations each month with different 

emergency scenarios. This allows both children 

and educators to remain calm during emergency 

situations as they become aware of each 

procedure. During each evacuation, educators 

discuss the scenario with the children along with 

providing information to call on 000 

and inform the emergency services 

for help.  

 

BUSY BEES 

ROOM STIMULUS AREAS:  

1. Diversity 

2. Nutrition 

3. Emotions 

https://healthykids.nsw.gov.au/munch-move-resources/munch-move-fact-sheets/
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4. Weather 

Throughout the month of January, the Busy Bees 

learnt and explored how each family is different. 

by dancing to on We Are a Family |by Jack 

Hartmann and by drawing different structures of 

the families. We then explored our Australian 

animals, unique Australian landscapes and 

discussed with the children their culture ad 

family heritage.  

 

In February we will learn about diversity by 

exploring t cultures and traditions by reading 

books and engaging in dramatic play experiences 

where children will be provided with cultural 

Dressups and props to use.  Educators will 

encourage children to explore their emotions by 

reading books, ‘when I feel happy’, ‘when I feel 

angry’ and encouraging them to draw and create 

different emotions using emotion picture flash 

cards and emotion felt board. We will talk about 

how to recognise our emotions in various 

circumstances and how to communicate those 

feelings to other people. The children will use 

their developing fine motor skills and creative 

skills to create valentine’s gifts, love hearts and 

cards for their loved ones expressing their 

feelings to others. During last week of February, 

we will learn about changing weather. Children 

will encourage to express their understanding of 

weather type through different experiences 

including drawing weather icons and writing 

weather words. Weather art and craft where 

children will encourage to create weather 

elements including clouds, rain drops, and sun.   

Concept: In January we focused on shapes 

square and circle and created these shapes by 

engaging in different fun activities. We learnt 

about the colour blue and red by participating in 

“I spy color games’’ and color sorting activities.  

In February Busy Bees room we will be focusing 

on shapes ‘’triangle, rectangle, oval and 

octagon’’. We will also be focusing on different 

colours in February like green, yellow, orange 

and purple. Parents implementing these ideas 

with their children at home will improve and 

supports children’s ability to recognise shapes 

and colours. 

Busy Bees will 

learn about 

concepts by 

creating shapes 

with natural 

loose parts, 

counters, paddle 

pop sticks, playdough and puzzles. Educators 

will engage children in color mixing, and colour 

sorting activities to enhance colour recognition 

and differentiation skills. 

Literacy:  

In January we 

had fun 

creating and 

writing the 

letters. In 

February, we 

will be 

focusing on 

the letters ‘’Ss, Tt, Ii, and Ff’’ to develop letter 

and their sound recognition by tracing the letters, 

and playing alphabet bingo, and letter hunt 

games. The sight words that we will be focusing 

on during February are listed as below. 

My In 

Is It 

Big Little 

You We 

These sight words will be introduced to children 

through flash cards. We will be encouraging 

children to trace the sight words on the tracing 

sheets and we will be supporting them to find 

these sight words from the book and create 

sentences using these words to develop their pre-

literacy skills.  

Numeracy:  
We will be focusing on the numbers 3,4, 5, and 

6. Our Busy Bees will be encouraged to identify 

numbers through school readiness activities such 

as jumping on the numbers, counting the 

numbers, and arranging numbers as we play 

number hunt games. Educators will support 
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children’s number recognition skills by 

providing them with flashcards as a visual aid for 

children. The children will also be encouraged to 

count during transitions or play experiences like 

counting and clapping hands and counting and 

jumping.  

PLAYFUL POSSUMS 

 

ROOM STIMULUS 

AREAS:  

1. Animals 

2. My Feelings and Emotions 

3. My Friends and Family  

4. Gardening 

In January, the playful possums undertook skill-

based activities in the room that enabled them to 

develop specific literacy, numeracy skills. Our 

educators focused on identifying the letter A and 

practicing the letter sound. They learnt new 

words like Alligator, Astronaut, Ants and Apple. 

The Possums organised the letter hunt game in 

which children were able to find the letter in the 

room.  Children focused on identifying the 

number 1 through tactile experiences like tracing 

the letter in wet sand, forming the letter on the 

chalkboard with wet Q-tip. Children practiced 

counting skills by incorporating the blocks, flash 

cards and chalk boards. In the first few weeks, 

playful possums focused on introducing each 

other by using their first names and later on 

practicing their last names too. Educators 

focused on writing the first names on the white 

board and reading it with the children. In the 

morning we practiced singing nursery rhymes 

and saying Hello to our friends and addressing 

them with their full names.   

To further extend on children’s development, 

playful possums will be doing fun activities that 

will promote holistic development of children in 

this age group. Playful possums will focus on 

their self-help skills like taking the hats out of 

their bags, putting their belongings back in the 

bag, putting shoes on the shoe rack and carrying 

their drink bottles. We will continue scaffolding 

children’s self-esteem, confidence and build on 

their resilience. This will be done through hands 

on activities like picking up fruit with the help of 

tongs, pouring milk in the cup with the help of 

an educator, decision making in choosing 

activities, risk taking during outdoor play and 

most of all having lots of fun!  

Concept: We will be 

learning new 

concepts like shapes 

and colours. They 

will be learning to 

identify the colour 

Red, Blue, Yellow 

and Green. Our 

educators will 

introduce circle, square, triangle and rectangle to  

children through Flash cards, window blocks,  

mosaic shape puzzles. Children will learn 

colours through flash cards, colour matching 

cards, colour hunt. We have learnt a new colours 

song that helps us identify colours. You can 

practice this fun song at home as well.  <Colors 

Song । Color Dance for Children। Nursery Rhyme 

Songs for kids । Miss Patty - DVD Version - Bing 
video> 

Literacy: This month our 

focus will be on introducing 

the possums to the letter A, 

M, S, T and play with letter 

sounds as well. Educators 

will continue to support children’s language and 

literacy development through different activities 

like tracing the letters in the sand and coloured 

rice to learn letter formation. This helps children 

to identify letters. Use the chalk boards to write 

the letters. We will use the art easels to  paint the 

letters, lay letter hunting games in the room. 

Gradually we will introduce the letter bingo and 

snap games as children begin to learn to take 

turns and follow instructions. Playful Possums 

will be reading these books to explore the 

stimulus topics in more depth. “Leo’s Safari, 

Who am I?, The Crunching Munching 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=colours+colours+everywhere&cvid=7ff41e566ffd49a4b51dd3bccf14300b&aqs=edge.0.0l7j69i64.4394j0j1&pglt=41&PC=U531&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dcolours%2bcolours%2beverywhere%26cvid%3d7ff41e566ffd49a4b51dd3bccf14300b%26aqs%3dedge.0.0l7j69i64.4394j0j1%26pglt%3d41%26FORM%3dANSPA1%26PC%3dU531&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=915DDA951E638DB76479915DDA951E638DB76479&FORM=WRVORC
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=colours+colours+everywhere&cvid=7ff41e566ffd49a4b51dd3bccf14300b&aqs=edge.0.0l7j69i64.4394j0j1&pglt=41&PC=U531&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dcolours%2bcolours%2beverywhere%26cvid%3d7ff41e566ffd49a4b51dd3bccf14300b%26aqs%3dedge.0.0l7j69i64.4394j0j1%26pglt%3d41%26FORM%3dANSPA1%26PC%3dU531&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=915DDA951E638DB76479915DDA951E638DB76479&FORM=WRVORC
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=colours+colours+everywhere&cvid=7ff41e566ffd49a4b51dd3bccf14300b&aqs=edge.0.0l7j69i64.4394j0j1&pglt=41&PC=U531&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dcolours%2bcolours%2beverywhere%26cvid%3d7ff41e566ffd49a4b51dd3bccf14300b%26aqs%3dedge.0.0l7j69i64.4394j0j1%26pglt%3d41%26FORM%3dANSPA1%26PC%3dU531&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=915DDA951E638DB76479915DDA951E638DB76479&FORM=WRVORC
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=colours+colours+everywhere&cvid=7ff41e566ffd49a4b51dd3bccf14300b&aqs=edge.0.0l7j69i64.4394j0j1&pglt=41&PC=U531&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dcolours%2bcolours%2beverywhere%26cvid%3d7ff41e566ffd49a4b51dd3bccf14300b%26aqs%3dedge.0.0l7j69i64.4394j0j1%26pglt%3d41%26FORM%3dANSPA1%26PC%3dU531&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=915DDA951E638DB76479915DDA951E638DB76479&FORM=WRVORC
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&source=images&cd=&docid=ruDBjN_s14ZmBM&tbnid=tiGbqjheGxwPyM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://theconversation.com/worth-a-thousand-words-the-top-10-best-australian-childrens-picture-books-11359&ei=naW1UemVNo3mkgWQnYDwCA&bvm=bv.47534661,d.dGI&psig=AFQjCNEyNUa0Gh_5WHSwUGDenXCz4-593w&ust=13709452
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Caterpillar, Lets find the dinasour and The 

rainbow fish. 

 

Numeracy: Playful possums 

have 

already 

been 

practicin

g their 

number 

counting while sitting at 

the table, waiting for the 

lunch to be served and 

during transitions as 

well. They are getting 

much more confident in 

speaking in front of 

their peers now. Our room educators will provide 

early numeracy activities like number 

recognition through flash cards, completing 

number line, paddle pop sticks, introducing the 

number on the white board and chalk board. 

They will focus on identifying the number 1,2,3 

and 4.  

Music and Movement 
Playful possums enjoy listening to new songs as 

they keep them 

entertained. The songs 

help them build their 

vocabulary, enabled 

them to develop 

kinaesthetic abilities 

and music reinforces 

learning. This month we will be listening to 

“Five fat sausages sizzling in the pan”, “Ants go 

marching one by one hurrah” “How many 

fingers on my hand song”, “Can you find circle 

song” and “rainbow song”.  

Companion Bear 

Playful possums are excited to introduce their 

companions bears School Girl Jessica and Nurse 

Natasha. Each month we will be sending our 

companion bear to visit playful possums’ home 

and spend some quality time with their playful 

possum friend and their family.  During 

February, School Girl Jessica will be visiting 

Dhaksh while Nurse Natasha will be visiting to 

Liliana.    

BABY BUNYIPS STIMULUS 

CONCEPT: 
Throughout the month of January we focused on 

the concept of building positive relationships 

within the room, welcoming back both returning 

families and some new faces. To do this we 

focused on having children participate in group 

based experiences where they were required to 

use turn-taking play. One of our favourite 

experiences doing this was our Aussie animal 

hunt, where children took turns using the torch to 

find various hidden animals such as Kangaroos, 

crocodiles and Koalas. 

 

Moving into February we will be shifting our 

focus to focus on maintaining these relationships 

through encouraging positive interactions such 

as introducing and implementing manners in 

context. Throughout the daily routine we will be 

encouraging children to become familiar with 

words such as “Ta”, “Thank you” and “Please”. 

Educators will verbally model this during meal 

times, Nappy change and in play as well as 

asking children to attempt to repeat these one 

worded sentences in context.  

NUMERACY: 

In February we 

will be continuing 

our focus of Route 

counting to and 

from ‘3’. From 
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implementing this in January we have seen 

children begin to try to verbally repeat this 

during play and understand in context to 

experiences at hand. We practiced this through 

using items in play such as building blocks by 

building up and taking away blocks, counting “ 

3, 2 , 1 Go!” during play (Going down the slide, 

climbing)  and altering numeracy based nursery 

rhymes to count to and from 3 such as ‘3 Little 

ducks’.  

LITERACY: 
In the month of 

February, we will be 

focusing on nursery 

rhymes for our literacy 

experiences. In doing 

this we will be 

encouraging and promoting the development of 

speech and language skills in a fun way easy to 

practice along at home. Throughout January we 

begun this through making use of the puppets in 

both our story times and singing times to engage 

children with these experiences and encourage 

use of verbal communication.  

SCIENCE AND DISCOVERY:  
For Science and discovery in January continuing 

into February we have 

begun exploring the use of sensory experiences 

/ resources to aid emotional regulation. Having 

a number of new children beginning this helps 

to calm and soothe during this transitional 

period and encourage exploration skills. We have 

been making experimenting with daily set up 

quiet corners containing this play for children to 

go to at any point in the day such as Sensory 

water bags, texture books and wooden blocks 

and mirror play. Moving into February we will 

be continue testing this in the room and 

encouraging children to follow their curiosity to 

explore.  

COUNTRY OF THE MONTH CHINA 

TAIWAN- YEAR of the Rabbit   
In February we will 

explore China and 

Taiwan. We will create  

flags for each country 

and we explore cooking 

experiences, dancing 

and songs. If families 

would like to contribute 

to our county of the Month Please see Miss Isha 

or Miss Jaina as they prepare experiences for our 

children from around the world. 

OUTDOOR EXPERIENCES 
Across the 

centre, we 

focused on the 

FMS of running 

during the month 

of January. 

During 

programmed 

outdoor play, the 

children 

participated in 

various group 

games such as 

water transfer using large sponges, colour run, 

what’s the time Mr. wolf and tips building on 

their FMS of running along with their co-

operative play skills and team work skills. We 

thank Emily and 

Andrew Tapilatu 

Tobias and Benjamin  

parents  who kindly 

donated outdoor 

equipment for our 

children as they  

conclude their care 

with us over the last 5 years . We wish all our 

exiting families he very best for 2023. 

Our children will continue their interest of 

participating in group games and activities with 

building their FMS of jumping through activities 

such as sack race, jumping though hula hoops, 

kangaroo race and jumping though number and 

colour stepping stones. (NQA 1,2,, 5, 6, &7) 
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POSITIVE PARENTING- FREE 

PARENTING 

PROGRAMS  

Many families have 
asked for assistance 
with guiding their child 
behavioural needs. The 

Triple P Program is a Proven Program with , 
positive tips that can help every family 
You can support your child’s development, 
grow closer and solve problems – positively. 
There are many simple strategies you can 
start using right now, to make every moment 
count! 

• Boost their emotional wellbeing and 
maintain a good relationship – now, 
and in the years to come. 

• Make family life less stressful and 
more enjoyable – even in tough times. 

• Set good habits early and prevent 
problems from getting worse with 
practical strategies you can start using 
straight away. 

• Join more than a million Australian 
families who’ve been helped by the 
Triple P – Positive Parenting Program! 

• Backed by 35+ years of research 
studies here and around the world. 

WHAT TO PACK IN YOUR CHILD’S 

BAG 

• A reminder to families  

• Please pack a Hat  

• Sheets for Bees Possums room  

• At least 6 Nappies  & Wipes 

• A piece of fruit or a vegetable  

• Drink Bottle 

DONATIONS (NQA  5, 6, &7) 

RECYCLABLE 

CRAFT 

DONATIONS 

REUSE 

REPURPOSE  
Please consider donating to 

our recycling station in the 

front foyer. Margarine containers, bottle tops  

cardboard cylinders are always welcomed.  

 Simply provider these donations to educators so we 

can ensure tat they are clean and ready to use for 

children’s creative  and problem solving experiences.  

Gurfateh 21st  

Poppy 21st    

Imrose 27th   

A Final Thought 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
JumpStart is our home, our 

children and families are our 

extended family. Together we are 

blessed to share 2023 with you.  

From Our 

JUMPSTART 4 KIDS 

TEAM  

https://www.triplep-parenting.net.au/au/triple-p/#solution-tabs

